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Abstract

We examine strategic communication in labor market recommendations. Our for-

mal model features two-sided asymmetric information: an adviser has private informa-

tion about his own preference bias for a focal candidate and a signal of the quality of

this candidate, while the hiring firm has private information about the quality of an al-

ternative candidate. The adviser can choose whether to recommend his focal candidate

to the firm. If he recommends and the firm hires the candidate, then the adviser pays

a reputational cost (receives a reputation boost) if the firm later learns that the hire

has low quality (high quality). Our main results describe how the equilibrium behavior

of advisers (lying choices) and firms (hiring choices) depend on the intricate interplay

between preference biases, reputation, lying costs, and the hiring firm’s labor market

strength (access to alternative candidates with higher quality). We show that the equi-

librium features assortative matching: advisers with a higher (lower) reputation choose

to lie less (more) and, consequently, their candidates are more likely to be hired by

firms with strong (weak) access to high-skilled outside candidates. Two equilibrium

forces create a “rich get richer” effect. First, advisers choose to lie less to hiring firms

with access to better top-candidates, further benefiting those firms. Second, advisers

with a higher (lower) reputation choose to lie less (more), which increases (decreases)

their future reputation, creating a “reputation trap.” We discuss the implications of

our model for hiring strategy, referral systems, and the ability to accrue and sustain

human capital-based competitive advantages.



1 Introduction

Strategy scholars and personnel economists have long acknowledged the importance of mak-

ing quality hiring decisions (Bidwell 2011; Groysberg, Lee and Nanda 2008; Singh and

Agrawal 2011; Starr, Ganco and Campbell 2018). Hiring is a key pathway through which

firms build and advance their human capital profiles, which, in turn, affect firm performance

(e.g., Gambardella, Panico and Valentini 2015; Haltiwanger, Lane and Spletzer 1999; Hatch

and Dyer 2004). This intuition is well-captured by Oyer and Schaefer (2010: 3): “hiring

the right employee is potentially as important or more so than motivating the employee to

take the right action after the employee has been hired”. However, making correct hiring

decisions is not straightforward. Central challenges that hinder firms from making the right

hiring decisions include information asymmetries which make it tough for firms to accurately

assess applicant quality prior to hire and search costs which prevent firms from observing all

potential applicants (Jovanovic 1979; Spence 1973; Stigler 1961, 1962). To overcome these

challenges, a common strategy firms employ is to solicitate recommendations from their

workforce (Brown, Setren and Topa 2016; Burks et al. 2015; Castilla 2005) and/or other

sources (Castilla and Rissing 2018; Abel, Burger, Piraino, 2020).1

For referrals to lead to better hires/matches (Fernandez and Weinberg 1997; Montgomery

1991; Topa 2011; Dariel et al. 2021), two key assumptions are essential: (1) that recom-

menders are more informed about candidates than the hiring firm (Greenwald 1986), and

(2) that recommenders send truthful recommendations in good faith (i.e., recommend high-

ability candidates and do not recommend low-ability candidates).2 However, strategic rec-

ommenders may be tempted to send misleading or false recommendations.3 Recognizing

this challenge, the literature has explored how firms can use incentives to elicit truthful rec-

ommendations. One direct mechanism would be for the firm to offer a formal payment for

recommendations (Burks et al., 2015). The literature has also studied indirect mechanisms

1Topa (2011) estimates that approximately half of all jobs in the United States are filled via employee
referrals. Similarly, Castilla and Rissing (2018) suggest that informal recommendations and endorsements
made by outside parties, not just employees, are likely to be quite prevalent, although the nature of the
phenomena makes the data trail elusive.

2Utilizing referrals in the hiring process may also be beneficial if referred workers put forth more effort
(e.g., Heath, 2018) and/or work more productively when paired with the referring worker (e.g., Pallais and
Sands, 2016).

3For example, Saloner (1985), Carmichael (1988), Friebel and Raith (2004), and Ekinci (2016) theoreti-
cally explore how misaligned incentives may lead to opportunistic behavior in the context of hiring. However,
as highlighted by several scholars, this issue has been largely overlooked in the existing theoretical work,
which largely assumes that the incentives of the employee “are perfectly aligned with those of the firm in
hiring decisions” (Ekinci, 2016: 690), as well as empirical work where researchers often “assume that the
provider and firm’s incentives are aligned without having the data to validate the assumption” (Heath,
2018: 1695). Thus, the literature generally assumes that “referees truthfully report the information at their
disposal” (Farchamps and Moradi, 2015: 716).
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as incentives, such as competition (Saloner 1985) and signaling (Ekinci 2016).

In this paper, we focus on an alternative mechanism in which the recommender and the

firm engage in a form of relational contract to provide a framework to think about key factors

affecting the truthfulness of referrals and hiring firms’ decisions.4 In our formal model, a

recommender or “adviser” has a relationship with a hiring firm or “decision maker.” The

adviser privately observes if his focal candidate is of high or low quality, and then chooses

whether or not to recommend his candidate to the hiring firm. We assume that the adviser

captures a private benefit if the focal candidate is hired, thereby introducing bias towards

inflating the recommendation. The firm faces a choice of hiring the adviser’s candidate

or hiring an alternative candidate from the labor market. The key endogenous variable

ruling this relationship is the adviser’s “reputation” which follows an intuitive dynamic rule:

the adviser’s reputation increases after a successful hire (recommended candidate is hired

and proven to be of high quality) and decreases after an unsuccessful hire (recommended

candidate is hired but found to be of low quality).5

Our main assumption is that the reputational cost of a lie increases with the adviser’s

current reputation. This dynamic can be interpreted as reputation is slow to build but quick

to lose, something well-captured by Warren Buffet: “It takes 20 years to build a reputation

and five minutes to ruin it. If you think about that, you’ll do things differently.” (Lowenstein,

1995: 111). An adviser with a low reputation has little to lose (i.e., a lower reputational

cost) and hence will be more likely to lie. The opposite is true for an adviser with a high

reputation. Hence, with a simple “slow to build, quick to lose” dynamic, reputation serves

as a mechanism that summarizes past behavior and dictates future behavior. To simplify

exposition, our benchmark model assumes that the adviser receives some exogenous payoff

resulting from having a higher reputation. In Section 5 (Extensions), we discuss how this

payoff can arise endogenously.

We start by considering the adviser’s choice. When the candidate is of high quality, the

adviser always chooses to recommend the candidate. If the high-quality candidate is hired,

it will deliver the bias payoff and also increase the adviser’s reputation. If the candidate

is of low quality, however, the adviser faces a tradeoff: If the adviser recommends the low-

4See Malcomson (2013) for a review of the literature on relational contracts.
5Advisers in our model are not exogenously born as honest or dishonest, but rather their reputation is

purely an endogenous construct akin to a mental account that keeps track of their past behavior. Reputation
has bootstrap features: any adviser can increase his own reputation by sending truthful recommendations,
which will generate more trust from the firm in the future. Reputation thus evolves organically through an
adviser’s own lying choices, which, in turn, affect the adviser’s future lying behavior. Hence, our focus is
on moral hazard (lying choices) and not on adverse selection. In the literature review, we discuss existing
adverse selection models in which advisers are born with different types (for example, different skill levels in
Ekinci 2016) and reputation is interpreted as the firm’s belief about the adviser’s exogenous type.
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quality candidate and the candidate is hired, then the adviser receives the private benefit

associated with his bias but at the cost of decreasing his reputation. In this case, the adviser’s

equilibrium strategy is defined by a simple threshold rule: he will lie and recommend a low-

quality candidate if his personal bias is sufficiently high, and he will not recommend a

low-quality candidate if his bias is low.

We next consider the firm’s choice. The firm knows that the adviser has private infor-

mation about the candidate’s quality and that the adviser is likely biased; however, the firm

does not know the extent of the bias. Thus, upon receiving a recommendation, the firm forms

an opinion about the expected quality of the focal candidate, considering the possibility that

the adviser may be acting untruthfully and recommending a low-quality candidate. Since

the firm knows the adviser’s current reputation, the firm can use it to correctly predict the

probability that the adviser is lying. The firm will trust more (less) the recommendation of

an adviser with a higher (lower) reputation and thus will be confident (skeptical) that the

candidate is of high quality. Before making a hiring decision, the firm draws a candidate

from the outside market, privately learns about his skill, and then makes a decision: the firm

will hire the focal candidate if his expected quality is higher than the quality of the outside

candidate, as is typical in hiring decisions where firms compare the qualities of candidates.

Thus, the shape of the skill distribution of the firm’s outside market plays a central role

in equilibrium hiring decisions. We consider two types of firms – firms which have strong

access to high-skilled outside candidates (which we call facing a “top-heavy” outside market)

and firms who have weak access to high-skilled outside candidates (which we call facing a

“bottom-heavy” outside market).6

While existing work has largely neglected the role of outside markets and alternative

candidates, our parsimonious framework uncovers several insights relating the distribution

of the outside market to equilibrium outcomes. First, our model generates an interesting

assortative matching: firms facing a top-heavy outside market are more likely to hire a

candidate from an adviser with a stronger reputation, whereas firms facing bottom-heavy

outside market are more likely to hire a candidate from an adviser with a weaker reputation.

The intuition is the following: when an adviser of weak reputation recommends his candidate,

the firm highly discounts the recommendation and views him as an “average” candidate. A

firm facing a top-heavy outside market is unlikely to hire this average candidate, while

the opposite is true for a firm facing bottom-heavy firm. To have a better chance against

competition in a top-heavy outside market, the adviser must be trustworthy (i.e., must have

a strong reputation) so that his candidate with a good recommendation is indeed considered

6Our formal definition is that the skill distribution of a top-heavy (bottom-heavy) market features a
strictly increasing (decreasing) probability density function.
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high-skilled and can be hired.7

Second, the adviser will lie less to a firm when the firm gains better access to top-

candidates. The intuition is that lying has a relatively smaller impact on the probability of

hiring when a firm has better access to high-skilled outside candidates, as better access to

high-skilled outside candidates means that competition for the job is stronger. Hence, given

the relatively small benefit associated with lying, the adviser is less inclined to pay the lying

cost and therefore lies less. Third, the adviser lies less when a firm gains a more informative

signal about the outside candidate. With a more informative signal, the firm becomes better

able to identify top outside candidates, which increases competition at the top and reduces

the adviser’s incentives to lie, as in our second insight.

Moreover, we define conditions such that advisers face a “reputation trap:” An adviser

with a high reputation will be less likely to lie, resulting in an expected increase in his rep-

utation; by contrast, an adviser with a low reputation will be more likely to lie, resulting in

an expected decrease in his reputation. One implication of the reputation trap is that repu-

tation differences across advisers are self-reinforcing, which can lead to sustained differences

across time.

Together, our model demonstrates how the strategic choices of the adviser can amplify

and sustain differences across firms. Conceptually, these insights are consistent with the no-

tion that the “rich get richer” in markets for human capital (e.g., Bidwell et al. 2015). Prior

research shows that higher-status firms are better able to attract high-quality candidates

(Rider and Tan 2014), and our model demonstrates that those firms (which face top-heavy

outside candidate market) are also given more reliable recommendations. By contrast, if a

low-status firm starts to attract better bottom candidates, then it suffers from the drawback

of receiving even less reliable recommendations. These factors may contribute to a virtuous

circle enjoyed by advantaged firms (better candidates and more reliable information), which

sustains differences across firms (Barney 1986).

1.1 Related literature and contributions

1.1.1 Literature on hiring based on labor market referrals

Our paper contributes to the growing literature on hiring through employee referrals (Fer-

nandez, Castilla and Moore 2000) and endorsements (Castilla and Rissing 2018). While

7Put alternatively, if an adviser never lies, then he faces a “gamble”: sometimes he provides a recom-
mendation and thus the hiring probability goes up; sometimes he does not provide a recommendation and
thus the hiring probability goes down. In contrast, when the adviser always lies, then there is no gamble:
the firm fully discounts the recommendation and keeps its prior belief. For a firm with a top-heavy outside
market, the gamble increases the overall hiring probability. For a firm with a bottom-heavy outside market,
the gamble decreases the overall hiring probability.
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there is consensus in the literature that advisers tend to have better information than firms

about candidates (Pallais and Sands, 2016; Heath, 2018, Dustmann et al., 2016), incentives

are often needed to motivate advisers to truthfully share their information (Beaman and Ma-

gruder, 2012). However, existing theoretical and empirical work in this area largely assumes

that referrals are made honestly and in good faith (e.g., Greenwald 1986).

Recent papers have begun to explore how firms can offer a monetary (direct) incentive in

exchange for recommendations, often in the form of a lump sum or flat payment contingent

on continued employment of the referral candidate (Schlachter and Pieper, 2019). However,

these payment systems do not necessarily solve the misalignment problem and potential

for “referrer opportunism”, including the possibility for recommenders to recommend low-

quality workers (e.g., Fafchamps and Moradi, 2015). For example, Bond et al. (2018)

finds that referral bonuses are associated with an increased likelihood that referrers will

provide referrals for workers who are low-quality and Friebel et al. (2019) report a negative

relationship between the size of a referral bonus and the quality of workers who are referred.

Indirect incentives could be used as alternative approaches to elicit truthful recommen-

dations. In Saloner (1985), competition between two advisers results in advisers sending

truthful recommendations, in the sense that the firm can make optimal hiring choices as if it

had the same information as the advisers. In the career-concern model of Ekinci (2016), the

main incentive is signaling within an adverse selection framework. In this model, advisers

have an exogenous, unobservable skill level which is correlated to the skill of their candi-

dates. Hence, an adviser can increase his own reputation by recommending a candidate with

a higher skill, where reputation is defined as the firm’s belief about the adviser’s skill. A

higher reputation implies a higher expected skill and, consequently, the firm will be willing

to pay to the adviser a wage that is increasing in his reputation. There is no lying in the

equilibrium of this model, in the sense that the firm can perfectly forecast which candidate

is recommended by the adviser. In addition to no lies in equilibrium, these papers also

differ from our model in that they do not study how the shape of the firm’s outside market

influences hiring decisions and how recommendations can vary over time with the adviser’s

reputation, two contributions of our study.

We contribute to this literature by studying a different incentive: we model the recom-

mendation process as a form of reputational contract. Instead of reputation being about an

exogenous characteristic of the adviser (hidden information or adverse selection8), reputa-

tion reflects the endogenous lying choices of this adviser over time (hidden action or moral

8One possible drawback of mechanism based on adverse selection and signaling is that advisers might lose
their incentives to recommend high-skilled candidates once the firm learns more about the adviser’s skill. If
over time the firm perfectly learns the adviser’s skill through his on-the-job performance, then the adviser
has no incentive to recommend high-skilled candidates.
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hazard).9 Our equilibrium features lies, which we believe are an important empirical phe-

nomenon, and sheds some light on the dynamics of reputation and lies over time, such as

our reputational trap result. Moreover, we present several results connecting the shape of

the outside market and the equilibrium lying/hiring behavior. By incorporating the role

of the outside market into our model, we contribute to the broader literature on referrals

by demonstrating that characteristics of the hiring firm, specifically the degree to which the

firm has access to a top-heavy or bottom-heavy distribution of outside candidates, influences

equilibrium outcomes. Existing work on referrals which has incorporated the outside market

has been concerned with how referrals may impact aggregate market dynamics, market effi-

ciency, and the formation of market wages (Dariel et al., 2021), or how the outside market

wage puts limits on a firm’s ability to punish workers who provide false recommendations

(Heath, 2018). In contrast, we show how heterogeneity across firms with respect to firms’

access to outside candidates – specifically, a top-heavy versus bottom-heavy distribution of

outside candidates – leads to assortative matching where firms with access to a top-heavy

outside market are more likely to hire candidates from high reputation advisers, whereas

firms with access to a bottom-heavy outside market tend to hire candidates from low rep-

utation advisers. Together these results strongly suggest a “rich get richer” dynamic in

markets for human capital, as firms with access to better outside candidates receive more

reliable information from advisers with high reputations. Hence, our insights are important

for theoretical and empirical researchers, as well as practitioners, who should consider the

economic forces that we highlight in this paper.

1.1.2 Literature on reputation and lying behavior

A comparison between our approach of formally modeling reputations and lying behavior

with those in the general literature (including but not exclusive to the labor market referral

context) is warranted. First, our consideration of the interaction between reputation cost

and labor market competition is related to and extends the work of Hodler, Loertscher and

Rohner (2014) who find that an intermediate lying cost maximizes the hiring probability. A

key assumption in their model is that the decision maker has no private information about

the alternative option. In contrast, we show that if the firm has private information about

9Bar-Isaac and Tadelis (2008) discuss how the term reputation has been used in the contexts of hidden
information and hidden actions. They focus is on the reputation of firms. In the hidden information case,
firms are exogenously endowed with a high-quality product or a low-quality product; reputation is then the
buyer’s belief that the firm is a high-quality firm. In the hidden action case, firms are the same ex-ante, but
endogenously choose whether to produce the more costly high-quality product or the cheaper low-quality
product; reputation is then an endogenous construct used to summarize past behavior and predict future
behavior, providing incentives for the firm to produce the high-quality product. See also Mailath and
Samuelson (2006, Chapter 15).
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the outside candidate (which we believe is a realistic assumption in many scenarios), then

this result would fundamentally change depending on the type of market competition. In a

top-heavy market, a high lying cost (high reputation cost) maximizes the hiring probability,

while the opposite is true for a bottom-heavy market. Hence, our results highlight the

importance of considering the firm’s private information and its market. Other models which

have incorporated competition, such as Saloner (1985) who models competition between

recommenders, are often less tractable to answer the kind of questions that we are raising

in this paper.

Second, in developing our model, we also contribute to the broad literature on the eco-

nomics of information, in particular signaling games (Spence 1973) and the study of strategic

information transmission (strategic communication). Our main departure from the canonical

signaling games10 is that we allow the receiver to also have private information. Hence, we

contribute to the branch of this literature which studies communication in two-sided asym-

metric information games. Seidmann (1990) highlighted how private information by the

receiver might change communication on cheap talk games; see Ishida and Shimizu (2019)

for more references on the literature of cheap talk with a privately informed receiver. In

most of these papers, receiver and sender have private information about the same issue (for

example, both have private information about the same job market candidate). In contrast,

in our model, the receiver has private information about the alternative candidate. Some

papers (such as Seidmann 1990) do allow for the private information of sender and receiver to

be uncorrelated; however, they consider more abstract games and have more limited applied

results. In contrast, by focusing our model to study job market recommendation, we are

able to uncover interesting results. For example, we show that the effects of reputation on

hiring probabilities fundamentally depends on the quality distribution of outside candidates.

Third, a recommendation in our model is not a cheap talk message as in Crawford and

Sobel (1982). Our model is closer to models of costly lies (Kartik 2009; Kartik, Ottaviani

and Squintani 2007); see also Banks (1990) and Callander and Wilkie (2007) for models in

which politicians pay a cost if they lie about their policy plans. Our lying cost takes the

form of a reputation loss. Finally, our model is also related to Chung and Harbaugh (2019)

who develop and test in the laboratory a recommendation game where the sender has a

lying cost and a private bias. They find that subject behavior in a laboratory experiment

is largely consistent with predictions from the cheap talk literature. Relevant to our setup,

most subjects in their experiment exhibit some limited lying aversion and decision makers

partially discounts a recommendation from biased experts.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the model. Section 3

10We are following the definition in Kreps and Sobel (1994).
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characterizes the equilibrium. The main results are presented in Section 4. In Section 5, we

present extensions of the model. In Section 6, we discuss related applications, the empirical

relevance of our results, and future research avenues. We present our conclusions in Section

7. All proofs are in the Appendix.

2 Model

Overview: Our model could be used to analyze many situations in which a sender provides

information to persuade a decision maker. For concreteness, we interpret our model as an

adviser (he) providing information to sway the hiring decision of a firm (it). The adviser has

private information about the skill (low or high skill) of a particular candidate (called focal

candidate) because they had a previous relation (e.g., the adviser was a mentor, teacher,

supervisor or colleague). The firm has private information about the value of an alternative

option (the expected skill of an alternative candidate). The adviser must choose whether to

recommend his candidate to the firm or not. However, the adviser is biased: his payoff is

higher if the firm hires his candidate. This creates an important conflict of interests because

the adviser has an incentive to lie, that is, recommend his candidate even when his candidate

has a low skill. Lying is costly, in the sense that recommending a low-skilled candidate will

decrease the adviser’s reputation if the firm hires the candidate and later observes his low

skill on the job. Hence, an adviser who has a low-skilled candidate must decide whether he

should lie (send a recommendation) and pay the cost to increase his candidate’s chances of

getting the job. To simplify the analysis, we present the model as a one period model and

introduce reputation as a variable to capture relevant dynamic incentives.

Focal Candidate: Let s ∈ {sL, sH} be the skill of the focal candidate, where 0 < sL <

sH < 1. With probability p ∈ (0, 1) the focal candidate has a high skill sH , and with

probability (1− p) he has a low skill sL. Therefore, the average skill of the focal candidate

is ŝ ≡ psH + (1 − p)sL. This probability distribution is common knowledge. The adviser

privately knows the skill of his focal candidate, but the firm only knows its probability

distribution.11

Recommendation: After observing the focal candidate’s skill, the adviser must choose

whether to recommend him to the firm or not. We denote this action as a message m ∈
M ≡ {NR,R}, where m = R means sending a recommendation and m = NR means not

sending a recommendation. The firm wants the adviser to follow a simple recommendation

11We discuss extensions of the model in Section 5, including the case in which the adviser does not know
the candidate’s skill but privately observes a noisy signal of his skill.
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standard: recommend the focal candidate if and only if he has a high skill. Therefore, we say

that a recommendation is truthful if the adviser is recommending a high-skilled candidate,

and a recommendation is untruthful if he is recommending a low-skilled candidate. The firm

can only confirm the candidate’s skill after it hires the candidate and observes his on-the-

job performance. We call it a successful hire when the adviser recommends a high-skilled

candidate and he is hired by the firm; we call it an unsuccessful hire when the adviser

recommends a low-skilled candidate and he is hired by the firm.

Reputation: A fully dynamic model would feature a repeated game in which, at each

period, the firm has a new vacant position and the adviser has a new candidate. Players

would then use strategies based on what happened in previous periods and their expectations

about what might happen in future periods. In this context, we want to understand how the

firm can use a relational contract to incentivize the adviser to follow the recommendation

standard.12 To simplify the analysis, we consider a single-period game with the addition of

a variable called adviser’s reputation. Reputation plays a key role to incentivize the adviser,

and also serves the roles of summarizing past behavior and predicting future behavior.

We start by assuming that the adviser gains some exogenous payoff from having a higher

reputation. This payoff captures the adviser’s future benefits from having a higher reputation

with the firm (we discuss how and when this payoff arrises endogenously in Section 5). The

adviser’s reputation goes up after a successful hire and down after an unsuccessful hire.

Hence, the adviser’s current reputation reflects his past behavior — e.g., an adviser with a

longer history of successful hires will have a higher reputation. Reputation also influences his

current behavior because the adviser will consider how his lying choices affect his reputation.

Consequently, reputation impacts the future value of the relationship between the firm and

the adviser (lying choices today affect future reputation and future behavior).

Formally, the adviser starts the period with a reputation r ∈ R++ = (0,∞), which is

common knowledge, and ends the period with a reputation r̃ ∈ R++. Following a successful

hire, the adviser’s reputation goes up to r̃ = r + g(r), where g(r) > 0 is the adviser’s

reputation increase. Following an unsuccessful hire, the adviser’s reputation goes down to

r̃ = r− c(r), where c(r) ∈ (0, r) is the adviser’s reputation decrease. If the adviser does not

send a recommendation or if the firm does not hire the focal candidate, then the adviser’s

reputation stays at r̃ = r. The adviser receives a reputation payoff v(r̃) if he ends the period

12A relational contract is an informal agreement between players in which, at each period, they choose their
actions taking into account how their choices affect the future of their relationship. Players choose to follow
this informal agreement when it is on their own interest to do so, even when the informal agreement is not
enforceable in court. Therefore, such agreements can be very useful when formal contracts are not feasible.
For example, when it is hard (or too costly) for the firm to prove in court that a worker recommended by
the adviser has low skill.
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with a reputation r̃, where v(0) = 0 and v′(r̃) > 0. Therefore, the adviser’s reputation payoff

is v(r+g(r)) after a successful hire, v(r−c(r)) after an unsuccessful hire, and v(r) otherwise.

We assume that functions g, c, and v are differentiable.

Main Assumption: The central tradeoff for an adviser is his recommendation choice when

his candidate has a low skill. If he does not send a recommendation, then his reputation

payoff stays at v(r). If he recommends the low-skilled candidate and he is hired by the firm,

then the adviser’s reputation payoff goes down to v(r − c(r)). Therefore, we can define the

adviser’s payoff loss from an unsuccessful hire as

L(r) ≡ v(r)− v(r − c(r)). (1)

Our main assumption is that this loss is an increasing function of reputation:

Assumption (A1) The adviser’s payoff loss from an unsuccessful hire is an increasing

function of his reputation, L′(r) > 0.

Assumption (A1) relates to the notion that reputation is quick to lose. Since advisers

with a higher reputation have more to lose, their reputation payoff loss is higher. Throughout

the paper, we will always assume that (A1) holds.13

Adviser’s Bias: The adviser is biased towards his candidate, in the sense that he receives a

positive payoff b if his candidate is hired by the firm, and zero otherwise. For example, this

bias may come from the level of personal friendship between the adviser and the candidate.

This bias b is a random variable with a cumulative distribution function Z. This distribution

is continuous, independent of s, with full support in the interval B = [0, 1], and Z(0) = 0.

The adviser privately knows the realized value of his personal bias b, but the firm only knows

its distribution.14

Adviser’s Utility: The adviser’s utility is the sum of his reputation payoff v(r̃) and, if

his candidate is hired, the bias payoff b. Therefore, after a successful hire his utility is

13We can rewrite condition L′(r) > 0 as c′(r) > 1− v′(r)
v′(r−c(r)) . Several functional forms of v and c satisfy

this condition. In particular, the assumption always holds if v is convex (so that 0 ≥ 1 − v′(r)
v′(r−c(r)) ) and c

is strictly increasing (c′ > 0); e.g., if v(r) = r and c(r) = δr for some δ ∈ (0, 1), then L′(r) = δ and the
condition holds. Moreover, c′ could be negative (but not too negative) if v is strictly convex. Conversely, v
could be concave as long as c′ is sufficiently large.

14Previous literature has considered the use of referral bonus to incentivize advisers, which can create a
bias. Our approach complements this literature in two ways. First, when the firm offers the bonus, the
firm knows exactly the bias of the adviser. It is then easier for the firm to infer the adviser’s behavior,
and it is easier to have a corner solution in which the adviser does not lie. In our setup, the adviser’s
bias is private information, hence the firm is more concerned about the true motives of the adviser, which
we believe is a realistic assumption in many scenarios. Second, the literature has explored how a direct
payment can motivate advisers. We complement this literature by explaining how our relational contract
can endogenously provide incentives to the adviser.
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v(r+ g(r)) + b, and after an unsuccessful hire his utility is v(r− c(r)) + b. In all other cases

(recommending a candidate who is not hired or not recommending a candidate), the adviser

keeps his reputation r; in these remaining cases, his utility is then v(r) + b if his candidate

is hired and v(r) if his candidate is not hired.

Adviser’s Strategy: After privately observing his personal bias b and his candidate’s skill

s, and given his reputation r, the adviser chooses whether to recommend the candidate. We

represent the adviser’s strategy15 as a function σA : B×S×R++ → M . The adviser chooses

the strategy that maximizes his expected utility.

Firm’s Payoff and Strategy: If the firm hires the adviser’s focal candidate, then it receives

a payoff sH if he has high quality and sL if he has low quality. If the firm hires the alternative

candidate, then it receives a payoff x from this outside option. We can interpret x as the

expected skill of the best alternative candidate currently available to the firm. Payoff x is a

random variable with cumulative distribution function F . We assume that F is continuously

differentiable, with probability density function f , full support in the interval X ≡ [0, 1],

independent of b, s and m. The firm privately knows the realized value x of the alternative

candidate. However, the adviser only knows the distribution F .

After observing the realized quality x of the alternative candidate, the adviser’s repu-

tation r and his message m, the firm needs to choose which candidate to hire. We denote

this action as a ∈ A ≡ {0, 1}, where a = 1 if the firm hires the adviser’s candidate, and

a = 0 if the firm hires the outside candidate. We represent the firm’s strategy as a function

σF : X×R++×M → A.16 The firm chooses the strategy that maximizes its expected payoff.

Timing of the Game:

1. Adviser with reputation r privately observes his personal bias b and the focal candi-

date’s skill s.

2. Adviser sends a message m ∈ M to the firm.

3. The firm observes message m and the realized value x of the outside option. The firm

then chooses which candidate to hire, a ∈ A.

4. The adviser’s reputation is adjusted according to the outcome and payoffs are realized.

Equilibrium: Our equilibrium concept is perfect Bayesian equilibrium (PBE). Without

loss of generality, if a player is indifferent between multiple optimal choices, we break ties as

15We are considering pure strategies without loss of generality. We will show that, in equilibrium, only a
measure zero of adviser’s types would be willing to mix between recommending or not.

16We are considering pure strategies without loss of generality. We will show that, in equilibrium, only a
measure zero of firm’s types would be willing to mix between the two candidates.
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follows: (i) the firm hires the adviser’s candidate if it is indifferent between the two candi-

dates, (ii) the adviser does not recommend a low-skilled candidate if it is indifferent between

recommending or not. Henceforth, we refer to PBE equilibria featuring these characteristics

simply as equilibrium.

3 Equilibrium Characterization

Our first result shows that the adviser and the firm have optimal strategies characterized by

thresholds. We provide an intuitive overview before presenting the formal result.

Adviser’s Equilibrium Strategy: After observing that his candidate has a high skill, the

adviser always sends a recommendation, independently of his bias and reputation. After

observing a low skill, the adviser faces a tradeoff: if he lies and sends a recommendation, he

increases the chances that his candidate will be hired (and he will receive the bias payoff b),

but he will have to pay the reputation payoff loss L(r) if he is hired. Therefore, his behavior

is characterized by an equilibrium threshold b∗ ∈ (0, 1]. If the adviser’s bias is high (b > b∗),

then he lies and sends a recommendation. An adviser with a low bias b ≤ b∗ prefers to not

send a recommendation.

Firm’s Belief and Equilibrium Strategy: To characterize the firm’s equilibrium strategy,

we need to compute its belief after observing a recommendation and after not observing a

recommendation. This belief needs to be consistent with the adviser’s equilibrium strategy.

After observing no recommendation, the firm becomes certain that the focal candidate

has a low skill. Recall that the firm receives payoff sL if it hires a low-skilled candidate. The

firm’s expected payoff from hiring the alternative candidate is x. Consequently, the firm will

hire the alternative candidate if he provides a higher expected payoff (x > sL), otherwise

he will hire the focal candidate (x ≤ sL). Variable x is distributed according to F ; hence,

following no recommendation, the firm hires the focal candidate with probability F (sL).

After observing a recommendation, the firm must take into account that the adviser

might be lying. An adviser with a high-skilled candidate always tells the truth, while an

adviser with a low-skilled candidate lies if his bias is above the threshold b∗. Since the

adviser’s bias follows the distribution Z, an adviser who has a low-skilled candidate lies and

sends a recommendation with probability 1 − Z(b∗). Let sR(b
∗) be the firm’s belief about

the focal candidate’s expected skill after observing a recommendation, when the adviser uses

the bias threshold b∗. Bayes’ rule implies that (see the proof of Proposition 1 for details)

sR(b
∗) =

psH + (1− p)(1− Z(b∗))sL
p+ (1− p)(1− Z(b∗))

. (2)
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Note that the firm’s belief sR(b
∗) is an increasing function of b∗. If the adviser always lies

(b∗ = 0), then the firm keeps its prior belief sR(0) = ŝ and does not trust a recommendation.

That is, the firm views the recommended candidate as an average candidate ŝ, since the

adviser always sends a recommendation. If the adviser never lies (b∗ = 1), the firm fully

trusts a recommendation and it is sure that the candidate has a high skill, sR(1) = sH . If

the adviser lies with positive probability (b∗ < 1), then the firm’s belief sR will be strictly

less than sH ; that is, the firm “discounts” the adviser’s recommendation and takes the

information with a grain of salt. The firm’s expected payoff from the recommended focal

candidate is sR(b
∗), while the payoff from the alternative candidate is x; thus, the firm will

hire the alternative candidate if x > sR(b
∗), otherwise it will hire the focal candidate. Hence,

following a recommendation, the firm hires the focal candidate with probability F (sR(b
∗)).

Computing the Equilibrium Threshold: Our previous discussion shows that equilibrium

beliefs and strategies can be fully characterized by the threshold b∗. We want to compute

the value b∗ such that strategies and beliefs are consistent with each other.

Suppose the firm believes that the adviser is using some threshold b∗. Recall that an

adviser with a high-skilled candidate always sends a recommendation. Hence, consider the

remaining case: an adviser with a low-skilled candidate. If he chooses no recommendation,

then: the firm correctly interprets that the candidate has a low skill, the focal candidate is

hired with probability F (sL), and the adviser keeps his current reputation. No recommenda-

tion yields an expected utility v(r)+bF (sL). If the adviser choose to send a recommendation,

then the firm updates its belief to sR(b
∗). With probability F (sR(b

∗)) the focal candidate is

hired, in which case the adviser receives his bias payoff b but his reputation payoff decreases

to v(r − c(r)). With probability 1 − F (sR(b
∗)) the focal candidate is not hired, in which

case the adviser does not receive the bias payoff and his reputation payoff stays at v(r). The

adviser strictly prefers to lie if it yields a strictly higher expected utility:

expected utility from lying > expected utility from not lying

⇐⇒ F (sR(b
∗)) [b+ v(r − c(r))] + (1− F (sR(b

∗)))v(r) > bF (sL) + v(r)

⇐⇒ b [F (sR(b
∗))− F (sL)] > F (sR(b

∗)) [v(r)− v(r − c(r))]

⇐⇒ b [F (sR(b
∗))− F (sL)] > F (sR(b

∗))L(r)

⇐⇒ b

[
F (sR(b

∗))− F (sL)

F (sR(b∗))

]
> L(r). (3)

The LHS of (3) captures the benefit from lying. The term [F (sR(b
∗))− F (sL)] /F (sR(b

∗))

captures the relative increase in the probability of the firm hiring the focal candidate when

the adviser lies. Note that the LHS is increasing in his personal bias b. This is why the
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adviser’s optimal strategy must take the form of a threshold on his bias: he lies if his bias is

high enough.

The RHS of (3) is the reputation payoff loss from an unsuccessful hire, defined by (1),

which depends on the adviser’s reputation. In the proof of Proposition 1, we define a cutoff

r̄ which separates two possible cases. For every adviser with a high reputation r ≥ r̄, the

reputation loss L(r) is weakly greater than the maximum benefit from lying, thus we have a

corner solution: b∗ = 1 and this adviser will not lie. For every adviser with a low reputation

r < r̄, we have an interior solution: there is a unique b∗ ∈ (0, 1) which solves

b∗
[
F (sR(b

∗))− F (sL)

F (sR(b∗))

]
= L(r). (4)

Therefore, an adviser with a low-skilled candidate and a large bias b > b∗ strictly prefers

to lie and send a recommendation, while an adviser with a small bias b ≤ b∗ sends no

recommendation. The following proposition summarizes our results.

Proposition 1 The game has a unique equilibrium.

(i) The adviser’s equilibrium strategy is the following:

(a) An adviser with a high-skilled candidate always sends a recommendation.

(b) An adviser with a low-skilled candidate sends a message according to a threshold

b∗: he lies and sends a recommendation if he has a high bias (b > b∗), and does

not send a recommendation if he has a low bias b ≤ b∗.

(ii) The firm’s equilibrium strategy is the following:

(a) After receiving no recommendation, the firm updates its belief to sL; it hires the

focal candidate if x ≤ sL and the alternative candidate otherwise.

(b) After receiving a recommendation, the firm takes into account the lying probability

and only updates its belief to sR(b
∗), given by (2); it hires the focal candidate if

sR(b
∗) ≥ x and the alternative candidate otherwise.

4 Main Results

In this Section we present our main results.
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4.1 Adviser’s Reputation

We first consider how the adviser’s current reputation r affects equilibrium behavior. The

next proposition shows the intuitive result that the adviser lies less if his reputation is higher,

which benefits the firm.

Proposition 2 In equilibrium, an adviser’s probability of lying decreases in his reputation

r. Consequently, the firm’s ex-ante payoff is increasing in the adviser’s reputation.

According to our main assumption (A1), the payoff loss L(r) is an increasing function

of reputation. An increase in r increases the RHS of (4), hence we need to also increase

b∗ to increase the LHS of (4). A higher equilibrium cutoff b∗ means that the adviser is

less likely to lie. Intuitively, our model captures the idea that an adviser with a higher

reputation has “more to lose” when he lies to the firm. Because an adviser with a higher

reputation is less likely to lie, he provides a more informative signal17 to the firm. With

more information about the focal candidate, the firm can make a better hiring decision and

increase its expected payoff.

4.2 Firm’s Outside Market

The firm has to choose between the focal candidate and the outside option x, which follows

the distribution F . This distribution can be interpreted as capturing the “strength” of

the firm, and describing the competition that the focal candidate faces. Different models

might define strength in different ways, depending on their application. For example, some

theoretical and empirical models may only focus on the average skill of the distribution, or

use concepts such as first-order stochastic dominance to rank different markets. It turns out

that, in our model, a crucial factor is the overall shape of the distribution. We focus on two

types of markets, defined as follows.

Definition: We say that the firm has access to a top-heavy (bottom-heavy) outside market

if the probability density function f is strictly increasing (decreasing).

Intuitively, a firm with a top-heavy market has better access to top outside candidates

— outside candidates with a high ability x are very likely to want to come to the firm. A

firm with a bottom-heavy market has very limited access to these top outside candidates.

It is important to note that the shape of f defines the shape of F . A top-heavy market

(increasing f) implies a strictly convex F ; a bottom-heavy market (decreasing f) implies a

strictly concave F .

17A signal S1 is considered more informative than another signal S2 if every Bayesian decision maker
prefers S1 to S2.
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We will show that there is an important equilibrium interaction between the firm’s mar-

ket and the adviser’s reputation. We start by recalling a cornerstone result in economics.

Consider an individual who must choose between two lotteries which have the same expected

return. The first lottery is safer: it pays a small winning prize, but it is very likely that the

individual will win this prize. The second lottery is riskier: it pays a much larger winning

prize, but it is very unlikely that the individual will win this prize. In this case, a risk averse

individual prefers the safer lottery over the riskier lottery, while the opposite is true for a

risk lover. Next, we argue that a similar logic applies to our model.

To provide some intuition, it is useful to first contrast two extremes: an adviser facing

a zero reputation loss and an adviser facing a very high reputation loss. If there is no

reputation payoff loss (L(r) = 0), then the adviser has nothing to lose. Therefore, when

his candidate has a low skill, the adviser always lies and sends a recommendation. The

firm always fully discounts this recommendation, keeps its prior ŝ = psH + (1 − p)sL, and

hires the candidate with probability F (psH + (1 − p)sL). If the adviser faces a very high

reputation payoff loss (L(r) ≥ 1), then he always tells the truth and faces a gamble. With

probability p the candidate will be high-skilled and he will send a recommendation; the firm

fully trusts the recommendation, updates its belief to sH , and hires the focal candidate with

the higher probability F (sH). With probability (1 − p) the candidate has a low skill and

the adviser does not send a recommendation; the firm updates its belief to sL and hires the

focal candidate with the lower probability F (sL). The focal candidate’s hiring probability is

strictly higher under this gamble if and only if

Gamble Hiring Probability > No-Gamble Hiring Probability

⇐⇒ pF (sH) + (1− p)F (sL) > F (psH + (1− p)sL). (5)

We can then directly apply the definition of strict concavity and strict convexity. If F

is strictly convex, then inequality (5) holds and the gamble yields a strictly higher hiring

probability. If F is strictly concave, then the opposite holds and the gamble yields a strictly

lower hiring probability.

In other words, when the adviser truthfully provides information to the firm, he faces

a gamble: sometimes he provides a recommendation and the hiring probability goes up;

sometimes he provides no recommendation and the hiring probability goes down. When the

firm has a top-heavy market (F is strictly convex), it is as if the adviser is risk lover: the

gamble increases the overall hiring probability. When the outside market is bottom-heavy

(F is strictly concave), it is as if the adviser is risk averse: the gamble decreases the overall

hiring probability. This logic extends to any lying probability and it replicates well known
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results from the persuasion literature.18

It is easy to visualize these results. In Figure 1(a), we have a firm with a top-heavy

market (F is strictly convex). In the example, sH = 0.9, sL = 0.1, p = 1
2
, and ŝ = 1

2
.

If the adviser’s potential reputation payoff loss is zero, then the firm keeps its prior belief

and the hiring probability is F (ŝ), which is point A in the graph. When the adviser has an

intermediate reputation and only lies sometimes, with some probability the adviser sends a

recommendation and the hiring probability goes up to point C; with complement probability

the adviser sends no recommendation and hiring probability goes down to point B. On

average, the hiring probability in this gamble is given by point D, which is higher than

the no-gamble probability A because the function F is strictly convex. If the adviser has

a very high reputation such that he never lies, then we have two competing effects. When

the adviser sends a recommendation, the firm will trust more this recommendation (will

have a higher belief about the candidate’s expected skill) and will hire the focal candidate

with a higher probability — this is point C ′ in Figure 1(b), which is higher than point C

in Figure 1(a). However, because the adviser is less likely to lie, he is less likely to send

a recommendation — the probability of reaching point C ′ is lower than the probability of

reaching point C. Since F is strictly convex, the overall hiring probability of the gamble

goes up to point D′ in Figure 1(b).
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Figure 1: Information as a Gamble, Top-Heavy Firm with sH = 0.9, sL = 0.1, p = 1
2
, ŝ = 1

2
.

In Figure 2(a), we have a firm with a bottom-heavy market (F is strictly concave). If the

adviser’s potential reputation payoff loss is zero, then the firm keeps its prior belief and the

hiring probability is given by point A in the graph. When the reputation is intermediate,

with some probability the adviser sends a recommendation and hiring probability goes up

to point C; with complement probability the adviser sends no recommendation and hiring

18In the persuasion literature, if the sender’s payoff is a strictly convex (concave) function of the receiver’s
posterior belief, then the sender wants to provide more (less) information to the receiver — e.g., see Kamenica
and Gentzkow (2011). In our setup, the shape of the adviser’s payoff function arises naturally from the firm’s
outside market (the firm’s access to alternative candidates).
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probability goes down to point B. On average, the hiring probability in this gamble is

given by point D, which is lower than the no-gamble probability A because the function F

is strictly concave. If the reputation is high and the adviser never lies, then we have two

competing effects. When the adviser sends a recommendation, the firm will trust more this

recommendation (will have a higher belief about the candidate’s expected skill) and will hire

the focal candidate with a higher probability — this is point C ′ in Figure 2(b), which is

higher than point C in Figure 2(a). However, because the adviser is less likely to lie, he is

less likely to send a recommendation — the probability of reaching point C ′ is lower than the

probability of reaching point C. Since F is strictly concave, the overall hiring probability of

the gamble goes down to point D′ in Figure 2(b).
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Figure 2: Information as a Gamble, Bottom-Heavy Firm with sH = 0.9, sL = 0.1, p = 1
2
,

ŝ = 1
2

It is important to emphasize that these results regarding the effects of reputation on

hiring probability hold independently of whether the focal candidate is an underdog or a

frontrunner.19 That is, independently of whether the firm has a prior belief about the skill

of the focal candidate that is low or high. The main driving force is the shape of the

skill distribution of the alternative candidate, as captured by the definition of top-heavy

and bottom-heavy markets. Our results highlight that only looking at the average outside

candidate might not be enough to explain the main economic forces driving recommendations

and hiring decisions.

Proposition 3 summarizes how the firm’s market interacts with the adviser’s reputation

to create an assortative matching.

Proposition 3 In equilibrium:

(i) If the firm has a top-heavy market, then the probability of hiring the adviser’s candidate

is an increasing function of his reputation r.

19See also Alonso and Câmara (2016) for a related result in their model of competition between two
political candidates prior to an election.
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(ii) If the firm has a bottom-heavy market, then the probability of hiring the adviser’s can-

didate is a decreasing function of his reputation r.

(iii) Consequently, there is assortative matching: a firm with a top-heavy market is more

likely to hire a candidate from an adviser with a stronger reputation, while a firm with

a bottom-heavy market is more likely to hire a candidate from an adviser with a weaker

reputation.

Firms trust more an adviser with a higher reputation because he is less likely to lie —

he has more to lose. To be a successful candidate in a firm with a top-heavy market, telling

the truth is more important because the competition is more intense (function F is convex).

Therefore, strong advisers have better chances with strong firms.

4.3 Low Reputation Trap

Our next result shows that the adviser might face a reputation trap. If he starts the period

with a low reputation r, then he expects to end the period with a strictly lower reputation

r̃. Conversely, if he starts the period with a high reputation r, then he expects to end the

period with a strictly higher reputation r̃.

First, consider an adviser with a high reputation. To guarantee that his reputation is

expected to go up, we need this adviser to lie with a sufficiently low probability. A sufficient

condition is that the reputation cost of an unsuccessful hire is high, that is, L(r) ≥ 1 for some

r ∈ R++. In this case, we can guarantee that advisers with a high reputation will lie with

a sufficiently low probability and their reputations are expected to go up. This condition

complements our motivation that reputation is quick to lose. Hence, advisers with a high

reputation are particularly worried about losing their reputation.

Second, consider an adviser with a low reputation. To guarantee that his reputation

is expected to go down, a sufficient condition is that reputation is slow to build, that is,

the reputation gain g(r) for a successful hire is small. To understand why this condition

is relevant, consider the extreme case in which an adviser with a low reputation always

recommends his candidate. With probability p the candidate will actually have a high skill

and the adviser will (correctly) recommend him; if the firm hires this candidate, then the

adviser’s reputation will increase by g(r). With probability 1 − p the candidate will have

low skill and the adviser will lie and recommend him; if the firm hires this candidate, then

the adviser’s reputation will decrease by c(r). If the gain g(r) is much bigger than the loss

c(r), then the expected reputation of the adviser will actually go up, even though he always

recommends his low-skilled candidates. Therefore, a sufficient condition is that the gain g(r)

is small for advisers with a low reputation.
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Proposition 4 Suppose that the reputation cost of an unsuccessful hire is high and reputa-

tion is slow to build, that is, L(r) ≥ 1 for some r ∈ R++ and g(r) is sufficiently small for

advisers with a low reputation. Then, there exists a reputation cutoff rT ∈ R++ such that:

(i) If an adviser starts the period with a low reputation, then his reputation is expected to

go down: r < rT implies E[r̃] < r.

(ii) If an adviser starts the period with a high reputation, then his reputation is expected to

go up: r > rT implies E[r̃] > r.

A relevant example is the following: v(r) = r, c(r) = δr for some δ ∈ (0, 1), and g(r) = κr

for some κ > 0. In this case, the reputation cost of an unsuccessful hire is high: L(r) =

r−(r−δr) = δr, so that L(r) ≥ 1 if r is high. If reputation is slow to build (if κ is sufficiently

small), then there exists a cutoff rT such that all advisers with a low reputation r < rT are

expected to further lose reputation, while all advisers with a high reputation r > rT are

expected to gain reputation.20

4.4 Market Competition

The adviser’s focal candidate is competing against the outside candidate, whose skill x is

distributed according to F . What happens with equilibrium behavior if we increase the

degree of competition, by increasing the likelihood that the outside candidate has a better

skill? It is useful to define two special cases. Recall that ŝ is the expected skill of the focal

candidate. Accordingly, we denote “top-candidates” the outside candidates with skill x > ŝ,

and “bottom-candidates” the candidates with skill x < ŝ. We say that the firm has access to

better top-candidates if we change the outside market from F to F̂ , so that the distribution

of bottom-candidates remains the same, but the distribution of top-candidates improves —

the firm is more likely to find top-candidates with higher skill. Similarly, we say that the

firm has access to better bottom-candidates if we change the outside market from F to F̂ ,

so that the distribution of top-candidates remains the same, but the distribution of bottom-

candidates improves — the firm is more likely to find bottom-candidates with higher skill.

The next definition formalizes this notion.

Definition: The firm has access to better top-candidates if we change the outside market

from F to F̂ , where F (x) = F̂ (x) for all x ∈ [0, ŝ], and F (x) > F̂ (x) for all x ∈ (ŝ, 1). The

firm has access to better bottom-candidates if we change the outside market from F to F̂ ,

where F (x) = F̂ (x) for all x ∈ [ŝ, 1], and F (x) > F̂ (x) for all x ∈ (0, ŝ).

20In the proof of Proposition 4, we show that the exact condition is κ < (1−p)δ
p .
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Proposition 5 shows how changes in the outside market affect equilibrium behavior.

Proposition 5 Suppose that the adviser lies with a probability strictly between zero and one,

b∗ ∈ (0, 1). Then:

(i) If the firm has access to better top-candidates, then the adviser lies less and the firm’s

expected payoff goes up.

(ii) If the firm has access to better bottom-candidates, then the adviser lies more and the

firm’s expected payoff might go up or down.

To understand the result, consider first an improvement in the distribution of top-

candidates and recall equilibrium condition (4). Under the original market distribution

F , the benefit from lying is b∗
[
F (sR(b∗))−F (sL)

F (sR(b∗))

]
, or simply b∗

[
1− F (sL)

F (sR(b∗))

]
. Under the new

market distribution F̂ , if we were to hold b∗ constant, the new benefit from lying would be

b∗
[
1− F (sL)

F̂ (sR(b∗))

]
. This benefit is smaller because F̂ (sR(b

∗)) < F (sR(b
∗)). Because the lying

benefit is lower, we need to increase b∗ to maintain the equilibrium condition (4). Note that

the firm always benefits from better top-candidates: the adviser lies less and the firm can

draw better outside options. A double-win for the firm.

Consider now an improvement in the distribution of bottom-candidates. Under the new

market distribution F̂ , if we were to hold b∗ constant, the new benefit from lying would be

b∗
[
1− F̂ (sL)

F (sR(b∗))

]
. This benefit is bigger because F̂ (sL) < F (sL). Because the lying benefit is

higher, we need to decrease b∗ to maintain the equilibrium condition (4). Interestingly, the

firm faces a tradeoff when it has access to better bottom-candidates. More competition on

the bottom creates a direct benefit (the firm can draw better outside options) but an indirect

cost (the adviser lies more). Which effect dominates will depend on the parameters of the

model. In the proof of the proposition, we provide an example in which the firm’s payoff

goes down with an improvement in the outside market. Loosely speaking, the negative effect

dominates if the change in F is sufficiently concentrated around sL.

Our results imply a “rich get richer” scenario: if a firm is able to attract more top-

quality candidates, then this firm will also receive more informative advice and will be able

to make better hiring decisions. Moreover, less attractive firms might get stuck in transition.

Suppose that when a less attractive firm starts to become more attractive, it first attracts

better bottom-quality alternative candidates. This firm will then suffer the drawback of

receiving less reliable recommendations, compromising its hiring decisions and curbing its

transition to become a very attractive firm.

The above results show how improvements in the quality of the alternative candidate

affect equilibrium behavior. We now ask the question: holding constant the expected quality
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of the alternative candidate, what happens if the firm has access to more reliable information

about the quality of the alternative candidate? We represent more information with a mean-

preserving spread of the skill distribution: the firm becomes more likely to observe lower and

higher values of skill x. Formally, we adapt the rotation approach of Johnson and Myatt

(2006):

Definition: Outside market F̂ provides to the firm more reliable information about the

alternative candidate than outside market F if F (x) < F̂ (x) for all x ∈ (0, ŝ), F (x) > F̂ (x)

for all x ∈ (ŝ, 1), and the expectation of x is the same in both markets.

In other words, outside market F̂ is a mean-preserving rotation of F at ŝ — see the

example in Figure 3(a), which rotates F at ŝ = 0.5. The rotation moves density away from

ŝ and towards the top and bottom of the skill distribution — see Figure 3(b).
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Figure 3: Example of More Reliable Information about the Alternative Candidate

Proposition 6 Consider markets with interior solutions. If the firm has more reliable infor-

mation about the alternative candidate, then the adviser will lie less about the focal candidate.

Proposition 6 shows that equilibrium behavior can result in self-fulfilling expectations.

If advisers believe that a firm will receive more reliable information about alternative can-

didates, then advisers lie less and provide more reliable information about their focal can-

didates. Together Propositions 5 and 6 show how strategic communication can amplify and

sustain differences across firms. Some firms may have easier access to many top-candidates

and receive more reliable recommendations, while other firms might be relegated to bottom-

candidates and unreliable recommendations.

5 Extensions of the model

In this section, we discuss some possible extensions of our model.
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5.1 Endogenous value of reputation

In our benchmark model, we consider a single period model and assume that the adviser

receives an exogenous benefit from ending the period with a higher reputation. It is beyond

the scope of this paper to formally solve a fully dynamic model in which, at each period,

the firm has a new vacant position and the adviser has a new candidate. However, we can

discuss how the value of reputation may arise endogenously in such scenario.

First, consider the case of a firm that has a top-heavy outside market. Proposition

2 implies that if keeping a higher reputation is valuable, then an adviser with a higher

reputation will lie less. Moreover, Proposition 3(i) shows that, for a top-heavy firm, the

probability of hiring a focal candidate is an increasing function of the adviser’s reputation.

Therefore, at each period, a higher reputation translates to a higher hiring probability and,

hence, a higher bias payoff for the adviser. Consequently, reputation endogenously generates

a benefit for the adviser, in the form of a higher hiring probability in the future. Reputation

thus provides a complete self-contained bootstrap mechanism: a higher reputation is valuable

because it induces the adviser to lie less, which increases future hiring probabilities; hence,

advisers choose to lie less to nurture their valuable reputation.

Now consider a firm with a bottom-heavy outside market. In this case, the probability

that the firm hires the focal candidate is a decreasing function of the adviser’s reputation; i.e.,

reputation has a negative effect on future hiring probabilities. Because reputation decreases

hiring probabilities, firms with bottom-heavy outside markets would need to provide some

form of an additional incentive to advisers with high reputations, to counterbalance the

negative effect of reputation on hiring probabilities. For example, if the adviser is an employee

of the firm, then the firm could implement a policy in which advisers with a higher reputation

are more likely to receive pay raises and promotions. It is important to note that an adviser

with a higher reputation is more valuable to the firm because he is more trustworthy on his

recommendations — Proposition 2. Therefore, the firm has an endogenous incentive to keep

and nurture an adviser with a higher reputation.

In summary, the endogenous value of reputation can generate another “rich get richer”

effect. Firms with access to top-heavy outside markets are in a privileged position, as

reputation endogenously has a positive value via increased hiring probability. Hence, such

firms may be able to avoid having to use other incentives to motivate advisers. In contrast,

firms with a bottom-heavy market might need to provide additional incentives to advisers

with a higher reputation, to compensate for the fact that a higher reputation leads to a lower

hiring probability.
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5.2 Firm does not know if the candidate has an adviser

In our benchmark model, it is common knowledge that the focal candidate has an adviser.

In this case, the firm correctly updates its belief to sL whenever there is no recommendation,

since the adviser only chooses to not send a recommendation if the candidate has a low skill.

In some scenarios, the firm might not know if the focal candidate has an adviser or not.

For concreteness, suppose that, at the beginning of the period, with probability q the focal

candidate has an adviser and with probability 1− q he does not have an adviser. The firm

knows the probability q, but it cannot directly observe if the candidate has an adviser or

not. In this case, the firm must be more careful when evaluating a candidate without a

recommendation. No recommendation might be the result of simply not having an adviser

(in which case the firm should keep its prior belief ŝ), or it might be the result of the adviser

choosing not to recommend the candidate (in which case the firm’s belief should go down to

sL). Let sNR(b
∗) be the firm’s belief after observing no recommendation.21 In equation (4),

we change sL to sNR(b
∗), and all our qualitative results continue to hold.

5.3 Noisy Signal

In our benchmark model, we assume that the adviser perfectly observes the skill s ∈ {sL, sH}
of the focal candidate. We can extend the model by assuming that the adviser only observes

a noisy signal of this skill, with precision α ∈ (0.5, 1]. Formally, suppose that the adviser

observes a binary signal ω ∈ {L,H}, with Pr(ω = H|sH) = Pr(ω = L|sL) = α and

Pr(ω = H|sL) = Pr(ω = L|sH) = 1 − α. A perfectly precise signal α = 1 means that

the adviser perfectly observes the candidate’s skill. A lower precision means that the adviser

sometimes makes an honest mistake and may incorrectly evaluate the skill of a candidate

(he might observe signal H when the candidate has a low skill or observe signal L when the

candidate has a high skill).

We continue to assume that the firm can observe the focal candidate’s skill on-the-job

after hiring him, and the adviser gains reputation after a successful hire and loses reputation

after an unsuccessful hire. However, the firm cannot observe the adviser’s noisy signal

realization ω. Therefore, when the precision is not one, the adviser might observe a high

signal H and correctly recommend the candidate, but the candidate might turn out to be

an unsuccessful hire and result in a reputation loss.

We can use Bayes’ rule to adjust equation (4) and compute the equilibrium of the model.

All our qualitative results continue to hold as long as the signal is sufficiently precise. If

21Bayesian updating implies that sNR(b
∗) = q(1−p)Z(b∗)sL+(1−q)ŝ

q(1−p)Z(b∗)+(1−q) . Note that when q = 1 (when the focal

candidate always has an adviser, as in our benchmark model), this belief is simply sL.
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the signal is too noisy and the adviser makes too many mistakes evaluating the candidate

(when α is too close to 0.5), then some equilibrium features start to change. In particular,

an adviser with a low bias might refrain from recommending a candidate after observing a

high signal H. If this signal is very imprecise, there is a significant chance that the candidate

will turn out to be an unsuccessful hire and the adviser will lose reputation, despite the fact

that it was a honest mistake. Hence, the adviser will not recommend the candidate after

observing a high signal if his bias is too low.

6 Discussion

In this section, we discuss some features and implications of our model.

6.1 Related Applications

Although we motivate our model in the context of labor markets, a situation where it is

highly relevant, the theoretical insights from our model broadly apply to other organizational

situations where a decision maker relies on the information provided by a biased adviser —

for example, markets for technology (Luo 2014), venture capital investments (Gompers and

Lerner 2001), or corporate boards (Hermalin and Weisbach 1998). Moreover, our insights

could also be applied to other market scenarios in which an intermediary recommends a

product or service to a potential buyer. For instance, online sale platforms, real-estate

brokers, and product reviewers in social media.

For example, we could adapt our model to consider a social media influencer (adviser)

who can recommend a focal product to a potential buyer (someone following the influencer

on social media). The potential buyer is the decision maker in this case — she will choose

whether to buy the focal product or an alternative product. We can interpret the influencer’s

bias as a measure of how much the firm producing the focal product is willing to pay the

influencer for a successful recommendation (successful marketing campaign). The potential

buyer knows that the influencer is biased, but she is not sure about the degree of the bias.

The influencer receives a sample of the product and tests it (learns if it is high quality or

low quality). Then, the influencer can recommend the product or not. If the influencer’s

reputation follows our “slow to build but quick to lose” assumption, then influencers with a

higher reputation are less likely to recommend a low-quality product. Moreover, if the buyers’

outside option is top-heavy (the buyer is very likely to find a high-quality alternative in the

market), then the probability of a successful sale increases with the adviser’s reputation.

Hence, influencers with a high reputation are very effective marketing tools in top-heavy
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markets, but less valuable in bottom-heavy markets. This rough example shows how our

model can serve as a starting point for future work on related applications.22

6.2 Absolute versus Relative Quality

Our model highlights the relevance of considering the candidate’s absolute skill (quality)

level, as well as the candidate’s skill relative to the firm’s pool of alternative candidates. In

our model, the adviser privately observes the candidate’s quality s. For example, advisers

potentially observe how well the candidate performs related tasks and jobs, his work and

study habits, or his performance in a series of tests. The firm then observes the skill x of an

outside candidate, and wants to hire the candidate with the highest skill. Therefore, from

the firm’s point of view, it is important to learn the focal candidate’s absolute skill s to make

the best hiring decision.

From the adviser’s point of view, since he does not observe the realized skill x of the

outside candidate, it is important to take into account the focal candidate’s skill relative

to the distribution of the outside market. A focal candidate with skill s is better than the

outside candidate with probability F (s). Hence, F (s) can be viewed as the candidate’s skill

relative to the market – for example, a focal candidate with relative skill F (s) = 0.4 has a

40% chance of being better than the competing candidate. For the adviser’s lying decision,

the relevant skill is the relative skill of his candidate, as captured by equation (4).

This means that the same adviser would behave very differently when providing recom-

mendations to different firms; although the absolute skill of his focal candidate has a fixed

distribution, the relative skill of his candidate can be quite different across firms. To provide

some intuition, suppose sL = 0.2 and sH = 0.8. Suppose firm A has an outside market

such that FA(sL) = 0.1 and FA(sH) = 0.7, while firm B has an outside market such that

FB(sL) = 0.1 and FB(sH) = 0.6. The only change from firm A to B is that firm B has access

to better top candidates. From Proposition 5(i), we know that the adviser will lie less to firm

B. Although we are not changing the absolute skill of the focal candidate, the adviser does

change its recommendation strategy to take into account the candidate’s skill relative to the

market of each firm. Conversely, the firm also takes into account that advisers with access

to different candidates (candidates with different absolute skills) behave differently, because

they have different relatives skills and, consequently, imply different hiring probabilities.

22See Pei and Mayzlin (2022) for a recent theoretical model on the topic of social media influencers. Our
main departures from their model are that we allow the influencer to first observe the quality of the product
and then choose whether to lie, we consider a buyer with private information about the outside option, and
we explicitly consider the role of reputation. One important goal of their paper is to understand the firm’s
strategic offer to the influencer, which is not captured by our benchmark model (we assume an exogenous
bias). We leave this promising extension for future work.
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A natural question in then why we cannot focus solely on the relative skill in our model.

The reason is that we still need to translate the relative skill into an absolute skill in order

to compute the expected skill of the focal candidate. For example, suppose that a low

relative skill means F (sL) = 0.2 and a high relative skill means F (sH) = 0.8. Suppose

that, in equilibrium, whenever the adviser sends a recommendation, there is a 50/50 chance

that the candidate has a high or a low skill. The firm wants to hire the focal candidate if

his expected skill is greater than the realized outside option x. What is the expected skill

of a recommended candidate? Note that this expected skill will be 0.5 if F is a uniform

distribution, but it will be a different number if F is strictly concave or strictly convex.

Hence, it is relevant to consider both the absolute and the relative skill of candidates.

6.3 Empirical Relevance

Existing empirical work on labor market recommendations has primarily been conducted

by studying employee referral programs within firms, programs where recommendations for

potential new hires are solicited from a firm’s existing workforce (see Schlachter and Pieper,

2019, for a review). Within this literature, scholars have generally focused on understand-

ing three aspects of the referral process: (1) factors which incentivize workers to make

referrals, (2) the likelihood referred candidates are hired, and (3) whether referred hires

outperform non-referred hires on a variety of performance metrics (e.g., productivity, wage

slope, turnover propensity, etc.). With respect to incentivizing workers to refer job candi-

dates, existing literature has primarily focused on referral bonuses and generally finds that

bonuses motivate employees to make referrals (e.g., Friebel et al., 2019; Pieper et al., 2017).23

However, several empirical studies demonstrate that the quality of referrals decreases as the

size of the bonus increases (Beaman and Magruder, 2012; Bond et al., 2018; Friebel et al.,

2019). A second common finding in existing empirical literature is that referred candidates

are more likely to be hired (Burks et al., 2015; Brown et al., 2016; Pallais and Sands, 2016).

A third common finding is that referred hires tend to outperform non-referred hires (Burks et

al., 2015; Brown et al., 2016; Pieper, 2015), suggesting better matches with the firm (Topa,

2011).

The results of our model are consistent with the second and third common empirical

findings. In the equilibrium of our model, the focal candidate is more likely to be hired if he

receives a recommendation from the adviser, and a focal candidate hired with a recommen-

23Bonuses can take the form of fixed payments or can be contingent payments typically based on a
referred hire remaining within the firm for a pre-determined period of time (Beaman and Magruder, 2012).
As described by Ekinci (2016: 703), in practice, few firms tie referral bonuses to referral performance, beyond
remaining within the firm.
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dation has, on average, a higher skill than a focal candidate hired without a recommendation.

The first common finding in existing literature is about the use of direct payments as explicit

incentives to advisers. It is natural that the empirical literature has focused on explicit con-

tracts between firms and advisers since data on these are more readily available and easier to

measure. Our main contribution is then to study the theoretical relevance and consequences

of using reputation as a relational contract between firms and advisers. It is important to

consider and measure all incentives provided by firms to advisers, to better understand the

relative importance and consequences of explicit and implicit incentives.

It may be difficult to measure empirically the three main ingredients of our model –

reputation, lies, and the type of the firm (top-heavy or bottom-heavy). However, we provide

strong theoretical reasons for empirical researcher to venture into the path of studying rela-

tional contracts.24 Our model points to a clear theoretical direction to search for new data

and measures and demonstrates the value of doing so by generating several novel predictions

for empirical specialists to consider.

A first set of predictions relate to the lying behavior of advisers, the expected quality

of their recommended candidates, and the dynamics of reputation. In scenarios in which

“reputation is slow to build but quick to lose,” Proposition 2 implies that advisers with a

higher reputation will lie less and, consequently, their recommended candidates with have

a higher expected quality. Consequently, the ex-post probability of hiring a recommended

candidate is an increasing function of the adviser’s reputation. Moreover, Proposition 4

shows that advisers with a high reputation tend to further gain reputation, while advisers

with a low reputation are stuck in a reputation trap.

A second set of predictions relate to the assortative matching between firms and advis-

ers. Although the ex-post probability of hiring a recommended candidate is an increasing

function of the adviser’s reputation, the overall ex-ante probability depends on the firm’s

type. Because advisers with a higher reputation lie less, Proposition 3 shows that, ex-ante,

the probability of hiring the adviser’s focal candidates is an increasing (decreasing) function

of his reputation if the firm has a top-heavy (bottom-heavy) outside market. Whereas the

firm’s access to the outside labor market has been largely ignored in existing literature, our

model highlights how such markets critically shape the supply of truthful referrals, thus

calling for closer examination of this factor in empirical studies.

Our third set of predictions explain what happens to lying and hiring behaviors when the

firm faces certain changes. According to Proposition 5, if a firm gains better access to top

24Similar issue arises when studying explicit and implicit contracts between firms. Lafontaine and Slade
(2013) review the empirical literature on contracts between firms. They argue that most of the empirical
literature studies explicit contracts because researchers typically analyze data on what is actually written
on the contract, but implicit contracts are a common and important feature of modern economic systems.
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candidates, then advisers will lie less, which implies that their recommended candidates will

have a higher expected quality.25 If a firm gains better access to bottom candidates, then

the result is ambiguous (it can increase or decrease lies). Proposition 6 shows that if the

firm has more reliable information about alternative candidates, then advisers will lie less,

which implies that their recommended candidates will have a higher expected quality. For

example, firms which use a wider variety of personnel selection methods for job candidates –

such as pre-hire mental ability and/or personality tests – would become more informed about

potential outside job candidates (Schmidt and Hunter, 1998). Thus, our model suggests that

empirical researchers should consider how the quality of employee referrals may vary with

the joint use of other selection methods.

Our last set of predictions, as explained in Section 5.1, suggest that for firms with a top-

heavy market, reputation has an endogenous value because, in this case, a higher reputation

leads to a higher hiring probability and a greater bias payoff. This is not the case for bottom-

heavy firms; they may need to provide compensation for advisers with a higher reputation.

Hence, it should be easier for top-heavy firms to rely on implicit relational contracts instead

of explicit payments, while the opposite is true for bottom-heavy firms.

Finally, our model, which focuses on using reputation as a relational contract, enables

researchers to extend beyond the empirical context of employee referral systems. It can

be the starting point for other models involving recommendations. Firms often solicit and

receive recommendations from actors outside the firm, as would often be the case with letters

of recommendation (e.g., Abel et al. 2020), formal and informal candidate endorsements

(Castilla and Rissing, 2018), or when firms utilize labor market intermediaries (Autor, 2009).

These and the other applications discussed in Section 6.1, such as social media influencers,

might provide richer and more accessible data to test our model.

6.4 Future Research

In our model, the outside market competition is represented by a probability distribution

function over the quality of the outside candidate. This simplification allows us to provide

valuable intuition and sharp comparative static results on the effects of different degrees

of competition. Our model can be extended to more explicitly address competition. For

example, we have considered one focal candidate referred by one adviser to the firm, whereas

it is possible that one adviser can refer multiple candidates (e.g., academic adviser referring

multiple students in the same year), and the hiring firm may be considering referrals made

25Empirical research could look at, for example, changes in the location of the firm’s headquarters (or the
headquarters of competitors) that could attract or repel candidates of certain skills as proxies for a market
change.
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by multiple advisers on different candidates. We leave these extensions for future research.

For simplicity, we have assumed that the adviser privately observes an exogenous signal

about the quality of the focal candidate, then he strategically chooses whether to lie about

this signal. Future research could investigate how the market changes when the adviser first

endogenously choose how much information to collect about the candidate, then strategically

decides whether to lie about the information collected. This would then become a persuasion

game with endogenous information acquisition and costly lies, which is harder to solve. See

Alonso and Câmara (2021) and Guo and Shmaya (2021) for recent developments in this area.

Future research may also extend our model, which focused on hiring decisions, to explore

how firms can retain employees once an employee is hired. For example, the model of

Gambardella, Giarratana and Panico (2010) demonstrates that information asymmetries

between an employee and employer with respect to the employee’s true skills can create

frictions to employee retention. Such spreads in information are plausibly smaller when

firms receive truthful recommendations, as is often the case for higher status and established

firms, who also presumably have a greater array of complementary assets available to better

incentivize high quality employees to stay after hire (Gambardella et al., 2010). In this

sense, better quality information ex-ante hiring may be associated with a higher probability

of retaining the employee ex-post. Exploring such interplays between selection and retention

in more detail may yield additional and nuanced insights that inform labor market strategy

and the sustainability of human capital-based competitive advantages.

Scholars may also build on our model to study the optimal design of soliciting and ac-

cepting referrals which incorporates the corresponding tradeoffs between the costs associated

with providing referrals and the benefits associated with successful hires, and how the op-

timal balance of costs and benefits may vary with firm characteristics. While the focus of

our paper has been on referrals driven by social connections, the implications of our model

extend to other situations where firms use intermediaries such as professional recruiters to

screen potential job candidates (Cowgill and Perkowski, 2020). Of course, one key difference

between screening job candidates by soliciting referrals from current employees and solicit-

ing referrals from third parties such as recruiters, is that in the former scenario there is a

possibility of a “referral treatment effect” where referred hires benefit from having a natural

mentor in the referrer, which, in turn, may result in better socialization into the job and

hence better worker productivity, even if the referred worker is not ex-ante of higher quality

(Burks et al., 2015). Thus, while the general insights from our model apply to both referral

and intermediary recommendations, when firms recruit from referrals made by current em-

ployees they may wish to provide incentives which encourage more recommendations than

the incentives associated with referrals made by third parties, as the former provides the
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potential for the referral treatment effect which may offset ex-ante lower quality workers.

7 Conclusion

We develop a formal model to address the questions of when advisers choose to provide

truthful information, and how hiring firms use this information in making hiring decisions.

Our model features an adviser who (i) has private information about the quality of a focal

job market candidate, (ii) can costly lie about this quality, and (iii) has private information

about his own preference bias; moreover, (iv) the firm making the hiring decision has private

information about an alternative candidate. By incorporating these four key features into a

unified model, we shed light on the intricate interplay between these forces in shaping the

strategies and performance of advisers and hiring firms.

We show that adviser’s lying behavior and firm’s hiring decisions depend on the inter-

play between the adviser’s reputation (and, consequently, his lying cost) and the hiring firm’s

strength of accessing the outside market. This mechanism creates assortative matching be-

tween hiring firms and advisers: stronger hiring firms are more likely to hire candidates

referred to them by advisers with stronger reputation, whereas weaker hiring firms are more

likely to hire from advisers with lower reputation. Therefore, the access to labor market

ought to be a key consideration in assessing job market referrals. Moreover, we also un-

cover a “reputation trap” for advisers: advisers with a higher reputation end up with even

higher reputation, whereas advisers with a lower reputation suffer from further decrease of

reputation.

Finally, the strategic choices of advisers can amplify and sustain differences across firms,

thus contributing to a “rich get richer” effect. Advisers lie less to firms that have access

to better top-candidates and to firms that have better information about alternative can-

didates, further benefiting these firms. Therefore, we uncover a mechanism of self-fulfilling

expectations: if advisers expect the market to provide more reliable recommendations to the

firm, then advisers will provide more reliable information to the firm (they will be less likely

to lie).
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A Appendix

Proof of Proposition 1

We use backward induction to solve the game. Consider a firm that observes message m ∈
M = {NR,R} and has an outside candidate x. Let sR ≡ E[s|m = R] be the firm’s updated

belief about the expected skill of the focal candidate after observing a recommendation,

taking into account Bayes’ rule and the adviser’s equilibrium strategy. Similarly define the

firm’s belief after no recommendation, sNR ≡ E[s|m = NR]. Hence, sm is the expected skill

of the focal candidate. Hiring the outside candidate yields payoff x to the firm. Therefore,

the firm will hire the adviser’s candidate if and only if sm ≥ x. Since x follows distribution

F , after a message m, the adviser’s candidate is hired with probability F (sm).

Now consider the adviser’s decision at the beginning of the game. In order to choose

a message m, he takes into account the state s, how the message changes the firm’s belief

and the resulting hiring probability. Moreover, he takes into account how the message can

change his reputation.

Let U(m, s) be the adviser’s expected utility when he selects message m after observing

skill s. If the adviser does not send a recommendation, then there is no reputation change

and the firm hires the candidate with probability F (sNR). The adviser gains the bias payoff

only if the candidate is hired. Therefore,

U(NR, s) ≡ bF (sNR) + v(r). (6)

If the adviser sends a recommendation, then the firm updates its belief to sR and hires

the candidate with probability F (sR). If the candidate is hired, the adviser receives the

bias payoff b. The change in reputation depends on whether the adviser is lying. If he

recommends a high-skilled candidate, then his reputation payoff from a successful hire will
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be v(1 + g(r)), therefore

U(R, sH) ≡ F (sR) [b+ v(r + g(r))] + (1− F (sR))v(r)

= F (sR) [b+ v(r + g(r))− v(r)] + v(r)

= F (sR) [b+G(r)] + v(r), (7)

where G(r) ≡ v(r + g(r)) − v(r) is the reputation payoff gain from a successful hire. If he

recommends a low-skilled candidate, then his reputation payoff from an unsuccessful hire

will be v(r − c(r)), therefore

U(R, sL) ≡ F (sR) [b+ v(r − c(r))] + (1− F (sR))v(r)

= F (sR) [b+ v(r − c(r))− v(r)] + v(r)

= F (sR) [b− L(r)] + v(r), (8)

where L(r) is the reputation payoff loss from an unsuccessful hire, defined by (1).

The adviser chooses the message that maximizes his expected utility. We proceed by

proving the following intermediate steps.

Step 1: We will prove that, in equilibrium, it must be the case that the firm is strictly more

likely to hire the focal candidate after receiving a recommendation, sR > sNR.

By contradiction, suppose that sR ≤ sNR. From (6) and (8), this implies that U(NR, sL) >

U(R, sL) since there is a lying cost L(r) > 0 for sending a recommendation when s = sL.

Hence, an adviser with a low-skilled candidate would never send a recommendation. From

(6) and (7), an adviser with a high-skilled candidate and sufficiently low bias strictly prefers

to send a recommendation (to obtain the reputation gain G(r) > 0), while advisers with a

high bias might not send a recommendation to increase the hiring probability. Therefore,

the firm must update its belief to sR = sH after observing a recommendation. After not

receiving a recommendation, the firm must update its belief sNR to a weighted average of sH

and sL, which is strictly lower than sH , a contradiction. Therefore, we must have sR > sNR,

which concludes Step 1.

Step 2: We will show that sNR = sL. From Step 1, sR > sNR, which means that the hiring

probability is higher when sending a recommendation, F (sR) > F (sNR). Since G(r) > 0, it

is immediate to verify that an adviser with a high-skilled candidate always strictly prefers

to send a recommendation, U(R, sH) > U(NR, sH).

Consider now an adviser with a low-skilled candidate. The adviser strictly prefers to lie
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and send a recommendation if and only if

U(R, sL) > U(NR, sL)

⇐⇒ F (sR) [b− L(r)] + v(r) > F (sNR)b+ v(r)

⇐⇒ b

[
F (sR)− F (sNR)

F (sR)

]
> L(r). (9)

Since L(r) > 0, the inequality does not hold if b is sufficiently close to zero. That is, an

adviser with a sufficiently low bias will not send a recommendation. Since only advisers

with a low-skilled candidate choose to not send a recommendation, the firm must correctly

update its belief: it must be the case that sNR = sL.

Step 3: We will now characterize the adviser’s cutoff strategy. Using sNR = sL from Step

2, rewrite (9) as

U(R, sL) > U(NR, sL)

⇐⇒ b

[
F (sR)− F (sL)

F (sR)

]
> L(r). (10)

The adviser will lie if and only if (10) holds. Since
[
F (sR)−F (sL)

F (sR)

]
> 0 and L(r) > 0, there

exists a unique b∗ ∈ R++ such that inequality (10) holds if and only if b > b∗. The ad-

viser’s behavior can then be characterized by the threshold b∗: the adviser lies and sends a

recommendation if his bias is high, b > b∗, and he does no send a recommendation if b ≤ b∗.

Step 4: We now characterize the firm’s equilibrium belief sR, which must be consistent with

the adviser’s strategy threshold b∗.

With probability p the adviser has a high-skilled candidate and always sends a rec-

ommendation. In this case, the firm should increase its belief to sH . With probability

(1− p)(1− Z(b∗)) the adviser has a low-skilled candidate, has a high bias b > b∗, and sends

a recommendation. In this case, the firm should decrease its belief to sL. Bayes’ rule imply

that the firm’s belief should be the weighted average

sR =
psH + (1− p)(1− Z(b∗))sL

p+ (1− p)(1− Z(b∗))
. (11)

Since sR is a function of the equilibrium threshold b∗, we will abuse notation and use sR(b
∗).

Note that sR(b
∗) is a strictly increasing continuous function for b∗ ∈ (0, 1).

Step 5: Finally, we need to guarantee that the beliefs of adviser and firm are consistent

with each other.
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Combining (10) and (11), we need to find a threshold b∗ such that

b∗
[
F (sR(b

∗))− F (sL)

F (sR(b∗))

]
= L(r). (12)

The LHS of (12) is a strictly increasing, continuous function of b∗ ∈ (0, 1]. Hence, the highest

possible value for the LHS is

B̄ ≡
[
F (sH)− F (sL)

F (sH)

]
. (13)

We have two cases. If L(r) ≥ B̄, then the reputation loss L(r) is weakly greater than the

maximum benefit from lying, thus we have a corner solution: b∗ = 1 and this adviser will

not lie. Otherwise, we have an interior solution: there is a unique b∗ ∈ (0, 1) which solves

(12). Note that the solution is unique because the LHS is a strictly increasing continuous

function of b∗.

It is useful to define a reputation cutoff r̄ as follows. If L(r) < B̄ for all r ∈ R++, then

define r̄ = ∞. Otherwise, define r̄ to be the unique r ∈ R++ such that L(r) = B̄ (it is

unique since L(r) is a strictly increasing continuous function). Hence, if r ≥ r̄, then we have

the corner solution b∗ = 1. If r < r̄, then we have an interior solution and b∗ solves (12),

concluding the proof.

Proof of Proposition 2

The result follows immediately from Proposition 1 and condition (12).

First, if r ≥ r̄, then the adviser never lies. Further increasing the reputation has no

equilibrium effect. Second, if r < r̄, then (12) must hold. A marginal increase in r strictly

increases the RHS of (12). The LHS of (12) is an increasing function of b∗. Therefore, an

increase in r must be followed by an increase in b∗, which implies that the adviser lies less

often.

Finally, because the adviser lies less, the firm observes a Blackwell more informative

signal26 from the adviser; hence, the firm’s expected payoff goes up.

Proof of Proposition 3

From Proposition 2, we know that the adviser lies less if his reputation is higher. The results

in Proposition 3 follow from this fact, combined with standard results regarding payoffs

under uncertainty.

26A signal S1 is considered more informative than another signal S2 if every Bayesian decision maker
prefers S1 to S2.
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The probability of hiring the focal candidate as a function of the firm’s beliefs is

E [F (sm)] = Pr(m = R)F (sR(b
∗)) + (1− Pr(m = R))F (sNR). (14)

We can interpret F as a utility function and note that the message represents a fair gamble

— Bayes’ rule implies Pr(m = R)sR(b
∗) + (1− Pr(m = R))sNR = ŝ. The hiring probability

E [F (sm)] can then be interpreted as an expected utility over this fair gamble.

From Proposition 2, a higher reputation r implies a higher b∗. A higher b∗ results in

a higher sR(b
∗) and a constant sNR = sL. This represents a riskier fair gamble (a mean-

preserving spread). In this case, the expected utility E [F (sm)] goes up if F is strictly

convex (risk-lover) and goes down if F is strictly concave (risk averse). That is, the hiring

probability goes up if the firm has a top-heavy outside market and it goes down if the firm

has a bottom-heavy outside market, concluding parts (i) and (ii) of the proposition. Part

(iii) directly follows from (i) and (ii), concluding the proof.

Proof of Proposition 4

We want to compute the adviser’s expected reputation E[r̃] at the end of the period. With

probability p the adviser has a high-skilled candidate and sends a recommendation. Then, the

firm hires the candidate with probability F (sR(b
∗)) and the reputation becomes r̃ = r+g(r);

the firm does not hire the candidate with probability 1−F (sR(b
∗)) and the reputation stays

at r̃ = r. With probability (1 − p) the adviser has a low-skilled candidate. In this case,

with probability 1− Z(b∗) he has a high bias and sends a recommendation. The candidate

is then hired with probability F (sR(b
∗)), resulting in a lower reputation r̃ = r − c(r); with

probability 1 − F (sR(b
∗)) the firm does not hire the candidate and the reputation stays

at r̃ = r. Finally, with probability Z(b∗) the adviser has a low bias and does not send a

recommendation, keeping his reputation r̃ = r. The adviser’s expected reputation at the

end of the period is then

E [r̃] = p {F (sR(b
∗))(r + g(r)) + (1− F (sR(b

∗))r}

+(1− p) {(1− Z(b∗)) [F (sR(b
∗))(r − c(r)) + (1− F (sR(b

∗))r] + Z(b∗)r}

= r + F (sR(b
∗)) {pg(r)− (1− p)(1− Z(b∗))c(r)}

= r + F (sR(b
∗))Ψ(r),

where we define Ψ(r) ≡ {pg(r)− (1− p)(1− Z(b∗))c(r)}. Note that b∗ is a continuous,

weakly increasing function of r, and Ψ(r) is a continuous function of r. The adviser’s
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expected future reputation E[r̃] is strictly higher than his current reputation r if Ψ(r) > 0,

and strictly lower if Ψ(r) < 0. Therefore, to prove the proposition, it is sufficient to show

that (a) Ψ(r) is strictly positive if r is sufficiently high, (b) Ψ(r) is strictly negative if r is

sufficiently low, and (c) Ψ(r) crosses zero at a unique value rT .

To prove (a), first note that B̄ = F (sR(b∗)−F (sL)
F (sR(b∗))

≤ 1. The proposition assumes that

L(r) > 1 for some r ∈ R++, which implies that there exists some r̄ ∈ R++ such that

B̄ = L(r̄). From the proof of Proposition 1, b∗ = 1 for all r ≥ r̄. Since Z(1) = 1, we have

Ψ(r) = pg(r) + 0 > 0 for all r ≥ r̄. Moreover, by continuity and the fact that c(r) < r, we

also have Ψ(r) > 0 for values of r sufficiently close to r̄, concluding this step.

To prove (b), recall that b∗ and Z(b∗) will be close to zero when r is close to zero. Hence,

fixed the function c(r), we need the gain g(r) to be sufficiently small for small values of r, so

that Ψ(r) becomes strictly negative. Note that b∗ is only a function of c(r), hence reducing

g(r) does not change b∗. This concludes this step.

Together steps (a) and (b) imply that the function Ψ(r) crosses zero at least one time

from negative to positive. It remains to show that it only crosses once. Let rT be the highest

r such that Ψ(r) = 0. From step (a), this point exists and must be below r̄, with Ψ(r) > 0

for all r > rT . Fixed c(r) and b∗, we need g(r) to be sufficiently low for all r < rT , such that

Ψ(r) < 0 for all r < rT , concluding the proof.

In the main text, we mention the example g(r) = κr and c(r) = δr for some κ > 0 and

δ ∈ (0, 1). In this case,

Ψ(r) = pκr − (1− p)(1− Z(b∗))δr

= r {pκ− (1− p)(1− Z(b∗))δ} .

The term in brackets {pκ− (1− p)(1− Z(b∗))δ} is an increasing function of r, since b∗ is

an increasing function of r. When r goes to zero, the lying probability (1 − Z(b∗)) goes

to one, and the term in brackets goes to pκ − (1 − p)δ. Hence, we need to assume that

κ < (1−p)δ
p

, so that Ψ(r) < 0 for low values of r. Given this κ, when r is sufficiently high, the

lying probability (1− Z(b∗)) goes to zero, and the term in brackets always becomes strictly

positive. Finally, since the term in brackets is strictly increasing for r < r̄, it crosses zero

exactly one time.

Proof of Proposition 5

Proof of Part (i): Consider outside markets F and F̂ , with F (x) = F̂ (x) for all x ∈ (0, ŝ),

F (x) > F̂ (x) for all x ∈ (ŝ, 1), and interior equilibrium b∗ ∈ (0, 1). An interior equilibrium
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implies that (12) holds. Note that sR(b
∗) > ŝ > sL. Holding b∗ constant, the change in F

implies F (sR(b
∗)) > F̂ (sR(b

∗)) and F (sL) = F̂ (sL). Therefore, (12) and the change in F

imply that, if we hold constant b∗, we have the strict inequality27

b∗

[
F̂ (sR(b

∗))− F̂ (sL)

F̂ (sR(b∗))

]
< L(r). (15)

Since the LHS is an increasing function of b∗, we need to increase b∗ to achieve the new

equilibrium. A higher b∗ means that the adviser lies less. The firm benefits twice: it directly

benefits from a better pool of outside candidates, and indirectly because the adviser lies less,

concluding this part of the proof.

Proof of Part (ii): Consider outside markets F and F̂ , with F (x) = F̂ (x) for all x ∈ (ŝ, 1),

F (x) > F̂ (x) for all x ∈ (0, ŝ), and interior equilibrium b∗ ∈ (0, 1). An interior equilibrium

implies that (12) holds. Note that sR(b
∗) > ŝ > sL. Holding b∗ constant, the change in F

implies F (sR(b
∗)) = F̂ (sR(b

∗)) and F (sL) > F̂ (sL). Therefore, (12) and the change in F

imply that, if we hold constant b∗, we have the strict inequality28

b∗

[
F̂ (sR(b

∗))− F̂ (sL)

F̂ (sR(b∗))

]
> L(r). (16)

Since the LHS is an increasing function of b∗, we need to decrease b∗ to achieve the new

equilibrium. A lower b∗ means that the adviser lies more.

The firm faces a tradeoff: it directly benefits from better outside candidates, but indirectly

loses from the adviser lying more. Which effect dominates depends on the parameters of

the model. We next construct an example in which the firm’s payoff goes down when we

improve the distribution of bottom-candidates. The key is to change F as follows: move

probability mass from just below sL to just above it. This decreases F (sL) significantly,

leading the adviser to lie significantly more, with just a small effect on the expected skill of

the alternative candidate.

Example: Suppose r < r̄, which implies that (12) holds, b∗ ∈ (0, 1), and 0 < sL < ŝ <

27The LHS of (12) can be rewritten as b∗
[
1− F (sL)

F (sR(b∗))

]
. Holding b∗ constant, the change in F decreases

the denominator from F (sR(b
∗)) to F̂ (sR(b

∗)), while holding constant the numerator F (sL). Consequently,
the LHS decreases.

28The LHS of (12) can be rewritten as b∗
[
1− F (sL)

F (sR(b∗))

]
. Holding b∗ constant, the change in F decreases

the numerator from F (sL) to F̂ (sL), while holding constant the denominator F (sR(b
∗)). Consequently, the

LHS increases.
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sR(b
∗) < 1. The firm’s expected payoff is

UDM = Pr(m=R)ΓR + (1−Pr(m=R))ΓNR, (17)

where the firm’s expected payoff conditional on receiving a recommendation is

ΓR = sR(b
∗)F (sR(b

∗)) +

∫ 1

sR(b∗)

xf(x)dx, (18)

and the firm’s expected payoff conditional on not receiving a recommendation is

ΓNR = sLF (sL) +

∫ 1

sL

xf(x)dx. (19)

Construct an outside market F̂ with better bottom-candidates as follows: move a small

probability mass ϵ from (0, sL) to (sL, ŝ). That is, keep the same distribution on the top,

F (x) = F̂ (x) for all x ∈ [ŝ, 1], decrease the pdf below sL, f(x) > f̂(x) for all x ∈ (0, sL), and

increase the pdf above sL, f(x) < f̂(x) for all x ∈ (sL, ŝ), where ϵ = F (sL) − F̂ (sL) is the

small probability mass that was moved from the range (0, sL) to (sL, ŝ).

We will now determine how a marginal change in ϵ affects the firm’s payoff. Marginally

increasing ϵ from ϵ = 0 is an improvement of bottom-candidates, which leads the adviser to

lie more. This does not change sL but it decreases sR(b
∗) and increases Pr(m=R). Moreover,

it only changes F and f below ŝ. Take the derivative

∂UDM

∂ϵ
=

∂ Pr(m=R)

∂ϵ
ΓR + Pr(m=R)

∂ΓR

∂ϵ
− ∂ Pr(m=R)

∂ϵ
ΓNR + (1− Pr(m=R))

∂ΓNR

∂ϵ

=
∂ Pr(m=R)

∂ϵ
[ΓR − ΓNR] + Pr(m=R)

∂ΓR

∂ϵ
+ (1− Pr(m=R))

∂ΓNR

∂ϵ
. (20)

Since Pr(m=R) = ŝ−sL
sR(b∗)−sL

, we have

∂ Pr(m=R)

∂ϵ
= − ŝ− sL

(sR(b∗)− sL)2
∂sR(b

∗)

∂ϵ
= − Pr(m=R)

(sR(b∗)− sL)

∂sR(b
∗)

∂ϵ
. (21)

Moreover

∂ΓR

∂ϵ
=

∂sR(b
∗)

∂ϵ
F (sR(b

∗)) + sR(b
∗)f(sR(b

∗))
∂sR(b

∗)

∂ϵ
(22)

−sR(b
∗)f(sR(b

∗))
∂sR(b

∗)

∂ϵ
=

∂sR(b
∗)

∂ϵ
F (sR(b

∗))
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and

ΓR − ΓNR = sR(b
∗)F (sR(b

∗))− sLF (sL)−
∫ sR(b∗)

sL

xf(x)dx. (23)

Substitute (21), (22) and (23) into (20) and simplify to obtain

∂UDM

∂ϵ
=

Pr(m=R)

(sR(b∗)− sL)

∂sR(b
∗)

∂ϵ

{
− sR(b

∗)F (sR(b
∗)) + sLF (sL) +

∫ sR(b∗)

sL

xf(x)dx

+(sR(b
∗)− sL)F (sR(b

∗))

}
+ (1−Pr(m=R))

∂ΓNR

∂ϵ

=
Pr(m=R)

(sR(b∗)− sL)

∂sR(b
∗)

∂ϵ

{∫ sR(b∗)

sL

xf(x)dx− sL(F (sR(b
∗))− F (sL))

}
+(1−Pr(m=R))

∂ΓNR

∂ϵ

=
Pr(m=R)

(sR(b∗)− sL)

∂sR(b
∗)

∂ϵ

{∫ sR(b∗)

sL

(x− sL)f(x)dx

}
+ (1−Pr(m=R))

∂ΓNR

∂ϵ
.(24)

The term ∂sR(b∗)
∂ϵ

is strictly negative, since the improvement in the distribution of bottom-

candidate causes the adviser to lie more. The expression

Pr(m=R)

(sR(b∗)− sL)

∂sR(b
∗)

∂ϵ

{∫ sR(b∗)

sL

(x− sL)f(x)dx

}

captures the firm’s loss from the adviser lying more. This loss depends on how much proba-

bility mass ϵ we move from (0, sL) to (sL, ŝ), but it does not depend on the particular changes

in f . That is, fixed ϵ, we are free to shift the pdf within each range. To see this, recall the

equilibrium condition (12), b∗
[
F (sR(b∗))−F (sL)

F (sR(b∗))

]
= L(r). Since our change does not affect F

above the prior and sL is fixed, the new equilibrium condition b̂∗ is

b̂∗

[
F (sR(b̂

∗))− F̂ (sL)

F (sR(b̂∗))

]
= L(r)

⇒ b̂∗

[
F (sR(b̂

∗))− F (sL) + ϵ

F (sR(b̂∗))

]
= L(r),

where we used the fact that F̂ (sL) = F (sL)− ϵ.

Since the first term in (24) is strictly negative, we need to guarantee that the second term

(1−Pr(m=R))∂ΓNR

∂ϵ
is sufficiently close to zero, so that (24) is negative. The derivate ∂ΓNR

∂ϵ
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captures the increase in the firm’s payoff conditional on not receiving a recommendation.

We can make ∂ΓNR

∂ϵ
arbitrarily small by concentrating the increase ϵ close to sL. To see this,

suppose all increase is placed at sL: that is, we move probability mass ϵ from (0, sL) and

place all of it at sL. Then ∂ΓNR

∂ϵ
= 0. By continuity, if we spread the probability mass ϵ in

the interval (sL, ŝ) but place a sufficiently large share of it arbitrarily close to sL, then we

can guarantee that ∂ΓNR

∂ϵ
is close to zero. Hence, fixed ϵ, the first term in (24) is strictly

negative and the second term is arbitrarily close to zero if the change in F is concentrated

close to sL. This is then an example in which the firm’s payoff goes down after it has access

to better bottom-candidates, concluding the proof.

Proof of Proposition 6

An interior equilibrium implies that (12) holds. Note that 1 > sR(b
∗) > ŝ > sL > 0. Holding

b∗ constant, the rotation of F around ŝ implies F (sR(b
∗)) > F̂ (sR(b

∗)) and F (sL) < F̂ (sL).

Therefore, (12) and the change in F imply that, if we hold b∗ constant, we have the strict

inequality29

b∗

[
F̂ (sR(b

∗))− F̂ (sL)

F̂ (sR(b∗))

]
< L(r). (25)

Since the LHS is an increasing function of b∗, we need to increase b∗ to achieve the new

equilibrium. A higher b∗ means that the adviser lies less, concluding the proof.

29The LHS of (12) can be rewritten as b∗
[
1− F (sL)

F (sR(b∗))

]
. Holding b∗ constant, the change in F strictlty

increases the numerator from F (sL) to F̂ (sL), and strictly decreases the denominator from F (sR(b
∗)) to

F̂ (sR(b
∗)). Consequently, the LHS decreases.
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